Abstract-Millimeter wave channels suffer from considerable degradation in the channel quality when the signal is Non Line of Sight (NLOS) between the source and the destination. Multihop relaying is thus anticipated to improve the communication between a source and its destination. This is achieved by transmitting the signal to a sequence of relays in which a Line of Sight (LOS) signal exists between two nodes along the path, or more generally when the signal is better than the transmitted signal directly from the source to the destination. In this paper, we consider a millimeter wave network composed of multiple sourcedestination pairs and a set of deployed relays. We formulate the problem of multihop relaying as a cooperative network formation game in which each relay chooses which source-destination pair to assist in order to improve the end-to-end performance, that is, the multihop delay between the source and the destination. Further, we present an algorithm based on the Nash Bargaining Solution to ensure fairness among the different source-destination pairs and assess its efficiency on numerical simulations.
I. INTRODUCTION
The interest in Millimeter Wave Communications has been tremendously increased as a viable technology for fifth generation wireless cellular systems. This is due to the fact that millimeter wave communications support the very high data rates necessary for broadband and multimedia communications thanks to the availability of large bandwidth at the high frequencies. However, communications at these high frequencies suffer from two main drawbacks. The first is that the millimeter wave signal suffers from severe pathloss. To overcome this, there is an active research going on designing beamforming techniques in order to extend the signal range and enable communication between the targeted transmitter and receiver [1] - [4] . The second drawback is that the millimeter wave signal gets severely attenuated in the case of Non Line of Sight (NLOS) [5] , [6] . To improve communications in case of NLOS, the use of intermediate relays that have LOS (or in general a better) signal with the source, the destination or among each others is suggested. Hence constructing a path between the source and destination using those relays improves the sourcedestination communication. In this paper, we focus on the second challenge and attempt to design a multihop relaying technique for a millimeter wave networks.
This research was supported in part by the French National Research Agency project NETLEARN (ANR13INFR004) Relaying in general is a well studied topic in wireless communications, and there is a vast literature covering multihop relaying. However, multihop relaying in the context of millimeter wave communications is yet a new topic, and there has been still few works that deal with this issue. The work in [7] selects for a given source-destination pair employing millimeter wave RF the best relay within the beamwidth of the source to assist in the transmission in case of Non Line of Sight (NLOS) between the source and the destination. Also based on this relay selection mechanism, a scheduling algorithm is presented for the case when multiple sourcedestination pairs are present. In [8] a centralized algorithm for multihop relaying routing that takes into account the characteristics of the millimeter wave transmissions is presented. In particular, the presence of multiple source-destination pairs, where each source is interested in video streaming to its destination is assumed. Further, the performance is measured in terms of a differentiated quality function of each flow. The algorithm then finds a feasible route of relays for each sourcedestination pair, and the objective is to maximize the sum of differentiated quality functions for all flows.
Our work considers the multihop routing problem for multiple source-destination pairs employing millimeter wave RF as in [8] . However, our approach is different because we formulate the multihop relaying problem as a network formation game. Network formation games have been recently used for multihop relaying in wireless networks (see [9] , [10]) but not yet in particular for millimeter wave networks. In [9] , an algorithm based on network formation game is presented that constructs a uplink multicast tree of relays, to which the mobiles can connect to in order to communicate with the base station. In this game, the relays are the players, and their objective is to connect to the tree in such a way that maximizes their utilities, where the utility is measured in terms of per hop delay and bit error rate. In [10] , a network formation game is formulated for multihop relaying in Cognitive Radio Networks. The game has also a Stackelberg approach in which the primary source-destination pairs are considered as the leaders, and the secondary users are considered as the followers, and the objective is to construct a path of secondary users (that act as relays) between each source-destination pair so as to improve its transmission and to eventually give the secondary users chance of channel access. In both problems, the network formation games are non cooperative i.e. the player moves are based on maximizing their individual utilities.
In contrast, our approach is based on cooperative network formation games and in particular a coalitional graph game in which the path between each source destination pair is constructed in a distributed fashion i.e. each relay decides on joining the path of a certain source-destination pair. Each group of relays along the same path forms a coalition. But as opposed to all previously mentioned works, our algorithm achieves proportional fairness in order to maintain an acceptable quality for every source-destination pair and to ensure fairness in relay assignment among the different source destination pairs.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a set M of source-destination pairs {(s i , d i )}, (i = 1, 2, ..., M , M = |M|) where each source s i has a file of B i bits to deliver to destination d i , and a set N of deployed relays. It is assumed that the nodes employ millimeter wave RF. Then, the received power P R is given by
where M T and M R are the antenna gains at the transmitting and receiving nodes respectively, A and α are the pathloss coefficient and exponent, P T is the transmitted power, and d is the distance between the transmitting and receiving nodes. Millimeter wave signals get severely attenuated with distance. Hence, we assume that all nodes employ directional beamforming, and that each pair of communicating nodes engage in a beamstearing algorithm in order to achieve the maximum directivity gains. It is further assumed that the beamwidth is very small as transmitting at very high frequencies permits very narrow beamforming. (Some current products such as [11] demonstrate that the beamwidth can be as small as 2 degrees and that interference can be eliminated even with nodes along the same path.) This makes it very unlikely for two pairs of nodes to interfere with each other and therefore interference is neglected. Additive white Gaussian noise with zero mean and power spectral density N 0 is assumed to be present at each node. Hence, the received Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) is given by SNR = P r /N 0 and we assume that the achieved rate R is related to the SNR through Shanon's capacity formula i.e.
where W is the available bandwidth.
Further, millimeter wave signals can get severely attenuated with blockage, and thus the signal can get considerably degraded in the case of non line of sight (NLOS). Hence, the channel quality between any pair of nodes is dependent whether a line of sight (LOS) signal exists or not. In particular, measurements (such as in [5] ) have shown that different pathloss models exist for the LOS and the NLOS cases. We define A N and α N to be the pathloss coefficient and exponent respectively for the NLOS case and A L and α L to be the pathloss coefficient and exponent for the LOS case.
Since the direct channel between each source-destination may be NLOS, the achieved rate using direct transmission may be low and incur significant delay to deliver file from the source and the destination. The objective is then to devise multihop relaying i.e. to try to find a path between each sourcedestination pair using relays (as some relays might have LOS signal with the source and destination and among each other) so as to improve the communication between each sourcedestination. The performance is assessed by computing the multihop delay i.e. the time spent through the path to deliver the file from the source to its destination. In order to find a path for each source-destination pair, we design an algorithm using a cooperative network formation game or more specifically a coalition graph game in which each relay chooses to connect to one source-destination pair. Our algorithm also ensures proportional fairness among the source-destination pairs.
III. COALITION GRAPH GAME FORMULATION

A. Problem Formulation
We formulate our problem as a cooperative network formation game or more specifically a coalition graph game, where the players are the relays. Each relay chooses to assist one source-destination pair by connecting itself along the path between the chosen source and destination in a way that achieves the best performance possible. Thus, a group of relays assisting the same source-destination pair is considered as a coalition. This leads us to the following definitions: Definition 1 (Path). A path P i between source s i and destination d i is a sequence σ 0 , σ 1 ,...,σ Ni ,σ Ni+1 , where N i is the number of relays in the path, σ 0 = s i and σ Ni+1 = d i and σ 1 ,...,σ Ni are the relays along P i . In other words, it is the set of edges given by
Definition 2 (Action Set). Each relay r (which is presently either unused or assisting a source-destination pair (s i , d i )) can decide to perform action a k and assist source-destination (s k , d k ) by inserting itself between two consecutive nodes along the path of (s k , d k ) in a way that achieves the minimum possible multihop delay. In other words, if P k is the current path between s k and d k , P k (r, j) is the path formed by inserting relay R between nodes j and j + 1 along the path:
Relay r inserts itself between nodes σ j * and σ j * +1 such that j * = argmax j) ) is the multihop delay along path P k (r, j). We denote by P * k (r) the resulting path. Also, we define action a 0 where the relay decides not to assist any pair. The action set for each relay is then A = {a k , 0 ≤ k ≤ M }.
B. Proportional Fairness Maximization
We are interested in allocating the relays to the sourcedestination pairs in a fair way so as to avoid situations in which all relays would be allocated to a few source-destination pairs (that have better channels with the relays) enjoying very enhanced performance, while other source-destination pairs would not be adequately assisted by the relays and get poor performance. One approach in cooperative game theory is the Nash Bargaining Solution (NBS) [12] . In the NBS, the objective is to choose the strategies of the players that maximize the following objective function, commonly known as the Nash product: max 1 , a 2 , ..., a N ) is known as the disagreement point, where each a i corresponds to the utility value of player i when no agreement is reached. More often, the value of the d i s are assumed to be zero. Using this assumption and by taking the logarithm of the objective function we get our
log(U i (s)) which corresponds to the proportional fairness [13] .
Definition 3 (Coalition Value). The value (or utility) of the coalition of each source-destination pair (s i , d i ) is expressed in terms of the multihop delay, i.e. the time required to deliver the file from s i to d i , which we denote D i (P i ), with P i the path corresponding to the relays in the coalition C i . Hence, in order to minimize the proportional fair sum of D i s, we define the value of coalition C i to be V (C i ) = −log(D i (P i )). Then, maximizing the sum of the values of the coalitions amounts to maximizing the proportional fairness of the utilities of the source-destination users with their utilities being proportional to their transfer rates U i (P) = 1/D i (P i ).
We consider the multihop delay as being the sum of delays of all edges from s i to d i . Hence, it is given by the following expression
where N i is the number of relays along the path, B i is the size of the file to transfer, R σj ,σj+1 is the rate achieved between node σ j and node σ j+1 . Again, we assume that node σ 0 is the source s i and node σ Ni+1 is the destination d i . Any other node σ j (1 ≤ j ≤ N i ) is the j th relay along the path. Note that in the delay expression of Equation 1, it is assumed that each relay decodes the whole file before transmitting it to the next relay along the path. The multihop delay can be improved in the case where the file is divided into packets and transmissions occur packet by packet. However, the expression is more complicated to handle and relies on assumptions on the packet based system (see, e.g. [9] and [10] , in which packets arrive at each source at a certain rate, and the average delay at each hop is computed based on modeling the packet service system as M/G/1 queue). Hence, our expression constitutes a simple upper bound on the delay for packet based transmissions.
The following theorem shows how the optimal actions of the relays maximize the proportional fairness sum.
Theorem 1. If each relay r chooses to connect to the sourcedestination pair (s i , d i ) that maximizes its marginal contribution (i.e. that has the maximum log(D
if it is positive and to chooses not to assist any pair -i.e. to remain unused -otherwise), the corresponding equilibria are the maximizers of the proportional fair sum.
Proof: We consider the game of transferable utility in which the utility (welfare) of each relay in a coalition is proportional to the collective contribution of all relays in the coalition i.e. the coalition value. Hence, when relay r is assisting source-destination (s i , d i ), the coalition value is divided equally among the N i relays in the coalition:
Ni . We also set the utility of any unused relay to be zero (as if they were belonging to a dummy path with null coalition value). Now, we define the repercussion utility of relay r in coalition C i as
By substituting the values of the utilities u r (C i ∪r), u k (C i ∪ r), and u k (C i ) into r r (C i ∪ r), we get:
Recall that we assume that the utility of each unused relay is zero. The importance of this assumption is to prevent the relay to join a path that it would harm. This happens in the case when all its repercussion utilities for all paths are negative.
Due to our assumption that the network is interference free, the value of each coalition is not dependent on the other coalitions. It has been proven in [17] that a coalition game that satisfies this property and where repercussion utilities are used is an exact potential game with the sum of the original utilities as the potential function. Hence, our game is a potential game where the potential function is the negative of the proportional fair sum of delays of all source-destination pairs. The result in Theorem 1 follows since an exact potential game has the property that (at least) one pure Nash equilibrium exists and that the Nash equilibria are the local maximizers of the potential function.
C. Algorithm
We present in Algorithm 1 a distributed algorithm for our cooperative network formation game in which the relays select to connect to a particular source-destination (s i , d i ) based on proportional fairness. We assume that the relays have full knowledge of the network topology, and that they store the current value of the multihop delay as well as the current path of each source-destination pair. We assume the size of the broadcasted messages is small (i.e. do not require high bit rates) and thus omnidirectional transmission is used during this phase and that a round-robin algorithm is chosen to select each relay r periodically.
Note that we introduce some randomness as we allow each relay to take some non-optimal decision. Indeed, each relay joins the path that yields the maximum repercussion utility with probability 1 − ε, where ε is commonly known as the mutation probability [16] . Otherwise, the relay will randomly join the path of any other source-destination pair. 
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D. Convergence
Due to the mutation probability, the evolution of paths of all source-destination pairs forms a Markov chain which is irreducible and aperiodic. Hence, it has a unique stationary distribution. It is shown in [16] that as ε tends to zero, the process converges to a unique limiting distribution. Also, since our game is a finite exact potential game, it admits one or several pure Nash equilibria that are the local maximizers of the Nash product. Hence, as ε tends to zero, the algorithm converges to a deterministic Nash equilibrium. In order to reach the global maximum of the Nash product, it is useful to incorporate Gibbs Sampling techniques (such as the algorithm in [17] ). The drawback of Gibbs Sampling is that the convergence time might be unacceptably large for some scenarios.
IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
In order to simulate our multihop relaying algorithm, we consider M = 3 source-destination pairs and N = 10 deployed relays. The coordinates of all nodes are generated randomly according to a uniform distribution on a 1000×1000 meters rectangular grid. We set all direct channels between source-destination pairs to be NLOS. All other links are chosen LOS or NLOS randomly. The probability of LOS, p L is taken according to the statistical blockage model of [14] : p L = e −βd , where d is the distance between the nodes and β is a parameter known as the average LOS range of the network and is related to the density and average blockage sizes and set to 1 β = 141.4 meters. As for the pathloss models for both cases of LOS and NLOS, we use the the values obtained from the measurements in [15] , i.e. α N = 3.88 and α L = 2.20 for the pathloss exponents, A N = A L = 1 for the pathloss coefficients and M T = M R = 4 for all antennas gains. The transmission power for all nodes is set to be P T = 1 Watts and the AWGN variance is set to N 0 = −40.87 dBm. The bandwidth is set to W = 1 GHz and the size of all files is B 1 = B 2 = B 3 = 1 Gb. For the algorithm, we choose the mutation probability ε = 10 −4 . In order to investigate the potential benefits of proportional fairness, we compare its results to a modified version of the algorithm in which each relay joins the path of the sourcedestination pair that has the minimum delay. This modified version can be interpreted as a greedy approach whose convergence points are the Nash equilibria of the system. Figures 1  and 2 show the paths formed between each source destination pair by using our multihop relaying algorithm and the modified minimum delay algorithm respectively. The red, green, and blue circles represent source nodes 1,2, and 3 respectively. The red, green, and blue squares represent destination nodes 1,2, and 3 respectively, and the black circles represent the relay nodes. In this run, most of the formed edges are LOS. Table I shows the delay values computed for the cases of direct transmission, the proportional fair multihop relaying algorithm, and the modified minimum delay algorithm respectively. First, it is easy to see that the delay values have significantly decreased when multihop relaying (for both cases of proportional fairness and minimum delay) is employed, which confirms the benefits of the multihop relaying algorithm in improving the transmission of the different source destination pairs. Also by comparing the delay values obtained from the two algorithms, we find that when using the minimum delay algorithm, the delay of (s 2 , d 2 ) has slightly dropped from 0.2505 sec (for the proportional fairness algorithm case) to 0.1058 sec while the delay of (s 1 , d 1 ) has increased from 0.1428 sec (for the proportional fairness case) to 1.2451 sec. Further, we compute the variances of the delays of all paths for both the proportional fairness algorithm and the minimum delay algorithm. We find out the the variance is 0.282 for the minimum delay algorithm while it is 0.0028 for the proportional fairness algorithm. This shows that proportional fairness can provide a better distribution of the relays among the source destination pairs. Further, we run both both algorithms for a thousand times. In each simulation, we randomly generate the coordinates of the nodes and choose which links are LOS. After each run, we record the sum of delays of all paths for both algorithms. Then, we compute the average sum of delays for each algorithm out of the 1000 runs. We find that the average is 6.8 sec for our algorithm while it is 9.2 sec for the minimum delay algorithm and 86 sec when no multihoping is used (i.e. through the direct path). These values demonstrate the power of proportional fairness compared to the minimum delay approach: while the minimum delay approach can slightly benefit to some users, it does so at the cost of a decreased global performance. Both techniques exhibit excellent global performance compared to the direct transmission. Further, although it converges to a local optima of the Nash product, we observe very good performance metrics. Hence, while Gibbs sampling techniques could ensure convergence to global optima, it is anticipated that the cost of the convergence time will not be compensated by significant performance improvement.
V. CONCLUSION
We have considered a cooperative network formation algorithm in order to construct a multihop path through relays to improve the transmission of source-destination pairs employing millimeter wave RF. Also, we have considered proportional fairness in our algorithm. Due to the assumption of negligible interference in millimeter wave networks, we could show that our network formation game can be turned into a potential game, whose Nash equilibria maximize the proportional fair sum of the transmission rates. We further proposed a distributed algorithm and assessed its performance by numerical simulations. The results show the considerable performance improvement brought by multihop relaying especially in the case where the sources and destinations are NLOS. They also confirm the benefits of proportional fairness in achieving balanced allocations among the source-destination pairs while maintaining a good overall performance of the system.
